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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present high-resolution HST/COS observations of the extreme
magnetic O star NGC 1624-2. These represent the first ultraviolet spectra of this
archetypal object. We examine the variability of its wind-sensitive resonance lines,
comparing it to that of other known magnetic O stars. In particular, the observed
variations in the profiles of the Civ and Siiv doublets between low state and high state
are the largest observed in any magnetic O-type star, consistent with the expected
properties of NGC 1624-2’s magnetosphere. We also observe a redshifted absorption
component in the low state, a feature not seen in most stars. We present preliminary
modelling efforts based on the Analytic Dynamical Magnetosphere (ADM) formalism,
demonstrating the necessity of using non-spherically symmetric models to determine
wind/magnetospheric properties of magnetic O stars.

Key words: stars: magnetic field – stars: early-type – stars: winds, outflows – stars:
individual: NGC 1624-2 – ultraviolet: stars.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recent spectropolarimetric surveys such as the Magnetism
in Massive Stars (MiMeS; Wade et al. 2016; Grunhut et al.
2017) and the B-fields in OB stars (BOB; Morel et al. 2015)
projects have led to the establishment of a distinct popula-
tion of massive stars hosting detectable magnetic fields at
their surfaces. About 7% of Galactic OB stars are estimated
to belong to this category.

? E-mail: adu@udel.edu
† Deceased 22 February 2018.
‡ F.R.S.-FNRS Research Associate

Walborn (1972) identified a peculiar spectroscopic class
of O stars with strong emission in their Ciii λ4650 line,
comparable to that of the neighboring Niii lines, and labelled
as “Of?p”. The most extreme example of this subclass is
the O7f?p star NGC 1624-2 (Walborn et al. 2010). It has
since been determined that this specific spectral feature (and
various other observational properties of the Of?p stars) is
an indication of magnetism (Grunhut et al. 2017). Indeed,
all five Galactic Of?p stars host detectable fields, with NGC
1624-2 possessing the strongest known surface field of any O-
type star by nearly an order of magnitude (∼ 20 kG; Wade
et al. 2012a).

Since the magnetic and rotational axes of a massive star
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2 A. David-Uraz et al.

are (in general) not aligned, rotational modulations arise, ex-
plaining the variability observed for these stars throughout
the electromagnetic spectrum. In this context, spectropolari-
metric timeseries provide information on the topology of the
field, as the line-of-sight magnetic configuration varies with
phase since we view a different portion of the stellar sur-
face as the star rotates. The Oblique Rotator Model (ORM;
Stibbs 1950) describes this effect for a large-scale dipolar
magnetic field.

The Hα emission of magnetic massive stars typically
varies between a “low state” (corresponding to a nearly mag-
netic equator-on view) and a “high state” (pole-on view).
NGC 1624-2 exhibits a single-wave variation of the equiv-
alent width of Hα over its rotational cycle (Wade et al.
2012a), suggesting that we only view a single magnetic hemi-
sphere, assuming a dipolar field (see, e.g., Fig. 1 from Petit
et al. 2015 for a schematic view of high and low state).

In most magnetic massive stars, a number of other ob-
servables are found to vary over the rotational period, in
a way that is consistent with the ORM paradigm, such as
the profiles of wind-sensitive UV resonance lines. UV ob-
servations are particularly important to diagnose the wind
properties of massive stars (e.g., Pauldrach et al. 1994),
as wind-sensitive resonance lines contain information about
their structure and kinematics. UV properties have been
studied for a few magnetic O stars: HD 37022 (= θ1 Ori
C; Stahl et al. 1996), HD 57682 (Grunhut et al. 2009, 2012),
HD 148937 (Martins et al. 2012), HD 108 (Marcolino et al.
2012), HD 191612 (Marcolino et al. 2013), CPD -28 2561
(Nazé et al. 2015) and HD 54879 (Shenar et al. 2017).

The general phenomenology at UV wavelengths can be
summarized as follows: at high state, strong lines show en-
hanced absorption at high velocities (compared to other ro-
tational phases), while at low state, weaker lines exhibit
strong low-velocity absorption (e.g., Nazé et al. 2015). As
described below, they also show a departure from the line
profiles expected for a spherically symmetric outflow, e.g.,
the Civ λλ1548/50 doublet is often found to be overall de-
saturated in the spectra of magnetic stars.

Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations have shown
in great detail the process by which a magnetic field can con-
fine the stellar wind into a circumstellar magnetosphere (ud-
Doula & Owocki 2002). Slow rotators (such as NGC 1624-2,
with a rotational period of 157.99d; Wade et al. 2012a) form
dynamical magnetospheres (DMs), in which material flows
along closed magnetic field loops from both magnetic hemi-
spheres, colliding near the magnetic equator and then falling
back onto the stellar surface, leading to complex and unsta-
ble flows.

Given its early spectral type, the dense stellar wind and
extreme magnetic field of NGC 1624-2 interact strongly, cre-
ating a giant magnetosphere, much larger and denser than
that of any other OB star. This is evidenced by the strong
emission observed in its Hα line (Wade et al. 2012a). In ad-
dition, the strong X-ray emission that is produced in mag-
netically confined wind shocks (MCWS) is substantially at-
tenuated in NGC 1624-2, and varies with rotational phase
(Nazé et al. 2014; Petit et al. 2015).

Because of its extreme properties, NGC 1624-2 consti-
tutes the “Rosetta stone” of massive star magnetism. De-
spite its importance, there have been no UV observations of
this unique object until recently. In this paper, we present

the first UV spectra of this object, obtained with the Cosmic
Origins Spectrograph (COS) on the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST).

In Section 2 we discuss the observations. Section 3 offers
a qualitative description of the spectra and compares NGC
1624-2 to other non-magnetic and magnetic stars of simi-
lar spectral type. In Section 4 we describe our preliminary
modelling methods and show some early results, including a
comparison of NGC 1624-2’s resonance line profiles to syn-
thetic lines computed using the Analytic Dynamical Magne-
tosphere (ADM) formalism of Owocki et al. (2016). Finally,
in Section 5 we draw conclusions and discuss future work.

2 OBSERVATIONS

Ultraviolet spectra of NGC 1624-2 were obtained at two
rotational phases with the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph
(COS) on board the Hubble Space Telescope. The spec-
tra were acquired near phases corresponding to the “high”
(φ ∼ 0.0) and “low” (φ ∼ 0.50) states of the Hα variations.
Table 1 provides a journal of these observations, which con-
stitute HST General Observer Program 13734 (PI: Petit).

For each visit, the data were collected with COS over
two consecutive orbits. The first orbit was devoted to a tar-
get acquisition in the bright object aperture (BOA), which
is required to place NGC 1624-2 accurately in the circu-
lar primary science aperture (PSA; 2.5′′ diameter). The
target acquisition was followed by two exposures with the
G130M grating centered on wavelengths of 1291 and 1327 Å,
respectively. During the second orbit, exposures with the
G160M grating centered on wavelengths of 1577 and 1623 Å
were obtained. These combinations provided complete wave-
length coverage from about 1130 to 1800 Å with a resolving
power that increases linearly with wavelength from 16,000
to 21,000 over the respective ranges of both gratings. At
each grating setting, the exposure was divided into 4 sub-
exposures of equal duration but different FP-POS positions
to mitigate the effects of fixed-pattern noise in the combined
spectrum. All observations were obtained in time-tag mode
by using both channels of the FUV cross-delay (XDL) line
detector.

The spectra were uniformly processed with version 3.0
(2014 October 30) of the CALCOS calibration pipeline. The
steps included: correcting the photon-event table for dead-
time and positional effects such as drifts in the detector elec-
tronics, geometric distortion, and the Doppler shift of the
observatory; binning the time-tag data and assigning wave-
lengths to the bins on the basis of Pt-Ne spectra acquired
simultaneously with spectra of NGC 1624-2; extraction and
photometric calibration of 1-D spectra; and the “shift and
add” combination of spectra taken at different FP-POS po-
sitions of individual grating settings. Since the first spec-
tra of NGC 1624-2 were obtained shortly after the move to
life-time adjustment position 3 was implemented (on 2015
February 9), special care was taken to process the data with
the appropriate reference files. Fiducial values of the signal-
to-noise ratio (S/N) per 9-pixel resolution element are indi-
cated in Table 1. These estimates were computed from the
mean flux between 1350 and 1355 Å and 1490 and 1495 Å
for the settings of the G130M and G160M gratings, respec-
tively. Since these intervals contain weak spectral features,
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UV spectroscopy of NGC 1624-2 3

the pixel-to-pixel noise was estimated from the scatter in the
difference between the processed flux vector and a version
that was smoothed over a resolution element.

Finally, the IDL procedure coadd_x1d1 was used to
merge the extracted, calibrated spectra into a single spec-
trum.

3 COMPARISON TO STARS OF SIMILAR
SPECTRAL TYPE

The UV spectra of NGC 1624-2 are shown in Figure 1. The
low-state spectrum is shown in pink and the high-state spec-
trum is shown in blue.

3.1 Qualitative description of the main UV
spectral features of NGC 1624-2 and
comparison with non-magnetic O stars

We first note that some of the most prominent spectral
features undergo large variations over time. In particu-
lar, two important wind-sensitive resonance line doublets
(Siiv λλ1393/1402 and Civ λλ1548/50) show clear differ-
ences in their line profiles between both phases due to rota-
tional modulation as the viewing angle of the magnetosphere
changes.

There is more absorption overall during the low state
than during the high state. This is expected, since when the
magnetosphere is viewed equator-on, there is a large amount
of confined material obscuring the stellar disk. However, de-
spite the overall absorption being stronger, we can see that
for the Civ doublet, the high-velocity, blue-shifted absorp-
tion is actually stronger during the high state. The emission
peak of the doublet remains at roughly the same level at
both phases for Civ, but in the case of Siiv, the overall
emission is clearly stronger during the high state.

Fig. 2 compares the profiles of NGC 1624-2’s main wind-
sensitive lines with those of two non-magnetic stars of similar
spectral type: O7V((f))z (HD 93146, top) and O8III((f))
(HD 36861, bottom).

Comparing NGC 1624-2 with the dwarf O-type star HD
931462, we find that they both show similarly desaturated
absorption troughs in their Civ doublet. The blue edge of the
line profile of NGC 1624-2 appears at a lower velocity than
that of the non-magnetic star, and in fact suggests a terminal
velocity that is significantly lower than what is theoretically
expected (2875 km s−1; Wade et al. 2012a). However the
emission component of NGC 1624-2 is stronger.

On the other hand, while the absorption trough of the
Civ doublet in the O giant HD 36861 is strongly saturated,

1 This procedure was developed by the COS Instrument Defi-

nition Team. See Danforth et al. (2010) for a description and a
hyperlink to the software repository.
2 Two components are known, HD 93146A and HD 93146B
(O9.7IV; Sota et al. 2014), although it is not known whether they
are physically bound. This might even be a hierarchical triple sys-
tem (Mayer et al. 2017), but in any case, the light is dominated

by the primary. While the other components could fill the line
profile slightly, contributing to its desaturation (in the case of the
Civ doublet), this profile appears consistent with that of other

stars of similar spectral type (Walborn et al. 1985).

its emission still is not as strong as that exhibited by NGC
1624-2.

Finally, when compared to both stars, NGC 1624-2’s
Siiv doublet stands out as it presents a fundamentally dif-
ferent morphology. In both non-magnetic stars, it is essen-
tially unaffected by the wind, as is to be expected for a late
O star. However, we can see a clear P Cygni-like profile in
NGC 1624-2 during the low state. The double-peaked emis-
sion morphology present at the high state is to date unique
to NGC 1624-2 and could arise from low-velocity material
near the magnetic equator flowing from both magnetic hemi-
spheres (therefore some material has a positive net line-of-
sight velocity while the other half has a negative velocity),
just off the limb of the star as it is viewed pole-on.

3.2 Comparison with other magnetic O-type stars

In Fig. 3, we visually compare the main wind-sensitive fea-
tures of NGC 1624-2’s spectra (namely the aforementioned
Siiv and Civ doublets) to those of 7 other magnetic O stars
for which archival UV spectra are available (though not al-
ways at extreme phases; blue lines denote high-state spec-
tra and pink lines denote low-state spectra, while grey lines
correspond to all other phases). The stellar and magneto-
spheric properties of these stars are summarized in Table 2,
and details regarding the observations can be found in the
Appendix.

The first obvious observation is that the resonance line
profiles of NGC 1624-2 exhibit a much more pronounced
variability than that of the comparison stars. This can un-
doubtedly be understood in terms of its larger and denser
magnetosphere. Furthermore, as it is viewed nearly pole-
on at high-state and nearly equator-on at low-state, we can
probe roughly the full range of possible viewing angles. Its
field configuration thus yields the greatest possible variabil-
ity given its magnetospheric parameters, along with perhaps
CPD -28 2561 and HD 57682 (for which both poles can pre-
sumably be seen over a rotational cycle, as suggested by
their double-wave Hα variations; see Table 2).

At its low state, NGC 1624-2’s Siiv doublet shows a
clear P-Cygni profile which is more reminiscent of an early-
type O giant, or an OB supergiant. Among other magnetic
O stars, only HD 108 shows a similar emission. However,
it does not share the remarkable double-peaked emission
morphology that NGC 1624-2 exhibits in its high state. The
other stars mostly exhibit minor variations of this doublet,
with a slight broadening and more absorption at low state.

In contrast, the Civ doublet of NGC 1624-2 shows less
absorption at high velocity during the low state, but more
absorption at low velocity (which also manifests as an appar-
ent decrease of the red-shifted emission). This is consistent
with synthetic lines computed from MHD simulations (Mar-
colino et al. 2013), and similar to the variation seen in CPD
-28 2561.

Another interesting feature of NGC 1624-2’s UV reso-
nance lines is the presence of broad, red-shifted absorption
at low-state in both doublets. Among the other magnetic O
stars, this feature is only seen in HD 54879, and could be
linked to infalling material. In fact, HD 54879’s UV spec-
trum is surprisingly similar to NGC 1624-2’s low-state spec-
trum, despite its later spectral type.

Finally, we can also see from Fig. 1 that the absorption
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4 A. David-Uraz et al.

Table 1. Journal of COS Observations

ObsID Grating λc
1 S/N UT (Start) Exp. Time MJD(mid) φ 2

(Å) (s)

lcl601010 G130M 1291 15.8 2015-02-17T06:16:42 848 57070.2685 0.986

lcl601020 G130M 1327 14.8 2015-02-17T06:39:53 844 57070.2846 0.986

lcl601030 G160M 1577 22.9 2015-02-17T07:40:05 1084 57070.3279 0.986
lcl601040 G160M 1623 22.6 2015-02-17T08:07:48 1080 57070.3472 0.986

lcl602010 G130M 1291 16.9 2015-10-06T16:20:53 848 57301.6881 0.451
lcl602020 G130M 1327 15.0 2015-10-06T16:44:04 844 57301.7042 0.451

lcl602030 G160M 1577 21.6 2015-10-06T17:07:58 1084 57301.7309 0.451

lcl602040 G160M 1623 21.1 2015-10-06T18:00:30 1080 57301.7588 0.452
1 Central wavelength of the grating setting.
2 Phase of MJD(mid) according to the ephemeris of Wade et al. 2012a.
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Figure 1. HST observations of NGC 1624-2 (high-state in blue, low-state in pink) smoothed with an 11-pixel wide boxcar filter for

display purposes. There are important variations in both the Siivλλ1393/1402 and Civλλ1548/50 doublets, as well as a modulation of

the strength of the absorption in the Feiv “forest” around 1615-1630Å.

in the “forest” of Feiv photospheric lines is modulated be-
tween phases, appearing to be stronger at low state. This
behaviour was also observed in the cases of HD 108 and HD
191612 (Marcolino et al. 2013).

As was pointed out by Nazé et al. (2015), comparing
the behaviour of the UV resonance lines of all observed
magnetic O stars (with the exception of HD 37022, which
puzzlingly seems to exhibit the exact opposite behaviour;
see section 4.1) leads to an overall consistent phenomenol-
ogy for the variations seen in the UV wind-sensitive lines
of magnetic O stars. In the case of strong3 lines, which can
probe low-density, high-velocity material further from the
stellar surface, the P-Cygni characteristics of the line profile
seem to be intensified at high state. On the other hand, weak
lines are formed in regions of high density, that can provide
enough optical depth despite their weak opacity; these high-

3 In other words, lines which correspond to electronic transitions

with a large opacity.

density regions are usually found surrounding the magnetic
equator, closer to the star and therefore contribute signifi-
cant low-velocity absorption at low state.

This means that there are two main factors in under-
standing the nature and amplitude of the line profile vari-
ations detected in UV lines: line strength and the range of
magnetospheric viewing angles. As further discussed in the
following section, the line strength itself depends sensitively
on the ionization balance and the mass-loss rate (or in the
case of magnetic massive stars, the wind-feeding rate as dis-
cussed below). This can explain the range of behaviours and
line morphologies examined in this subsection. As for the
viewing angle, it appears that the extremes of these line
profile variations correspond to a pole-on view (α = 0◦) and
an equator-on view (α = 90◦), so a larger range in viewing
angle between those two values will lead to larger variations.
Conversely, for HD 148937, the limited range in viewing an-
gle precludes sampling the full range of variations. Finally,
depending on how far from the surface a wind-sensitive line

c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Figure 2. Comparison between the resonance line profiles of NGC 1624-2 and that of non-magnetic stars of similar spectral type (Siiv

λλ1393/1402 on the left and Civ λλ1548/50 on the right). The velocity axes refer to the blue component of the doublets. We see
important differences in the morphologies of these lines, suggesting that the wind structure of NGC 1624-2 shows a strong departure

from spherical symmetry.

Table 2. List of magnetic O-type stars appearing in Fig. 3 with their stellar and magnetospheric properties: effective temperature (Teff),
mass (M∗), luminosity (L), mass-driving rate (ṀB=0), as calculated using the theoretical prescription by Vink et al. (2001), dipolar field

strength (Bp), inclination angle (i; the angle between the rotation axis and the line of sight), the obliquity angle (β; the angle between

the magnetic field axis and the rotation axis) and the range of viewing angles (α; the angle between the magnetic field axis and the line
of sight). References for the stellar and magnetic parameters are the following: a) Wade et al. (2012a); b) Martins et al. (2010); c) Shultz

& Wade (2017); d) Martins et al. (2012); e) Howarth et al. (2007); f ) Wade et al. (2011); g) Wade et al. (2015); h) Walborn et al. (2010);

i) Simón-Dı́az et al. (2006); j ) Wade et al. (2006); k) Grunhut et al. (2009); l) Grunhut et al. (2012); m) Nazé et al. (2008); n) Wade
et al. (2012b); o) Shenar et al. (2017); p) Castro et al. (2015) and q) Sota et al. (2011).

Star Teff M∗ log(L) log(ṀB=0) Bp i β α range

Spectral type (kK) (M�) (L�) (M�yr−1) (kG) (◦) (◦) (◦)

NGC 1624-2 35± 2 a ∼ 30 a 5.2± 0.1 a −6.8 ∼ 20 a . 45 a . 45 a ∼ 0− 90
O7f?cp a

HD 108 35± 2 b 42± 5 c 5.7± 0.1 b −5.55 > 1.15 c N/A N/A N/A

O4-8f?p d

HD 191612 35± 1 e ∼ 30 e ∼ 5.4 e ∼ −6.0 2.45± 0.40 f ∼ 30 f 67± 5 f ∼ 37− 97
O6-8f?p d

CPD -28 2561 35± 2 g 61± 33 g 5.35± 0.15 g −6.56 2.6± 0.9 g 35± 3 g 90± 4 g ∼ 55− 125

O6.5f?p h

HD 37022 39± 1 i 45± 16 i 5.31± 0.13 i −6.40 1.525± 0.375 j 45± 20 j ∼ 48± 20 j ∼ 3− 93
O7V d

HD 57682 34.5± 1.0 k 17+19
−9

k 4.79± 0.25 k −7.08 0.88± 0.05 l ∼ 60 l 79± 4 l ∼ 19− 139

O9IV d

HD 148937 41± 2 m ∼ 60 n 5.8± 0.1 n ∼ −5.5 1.02+0.31
−0.38

n . 30 n 38+17
−28

n ∼ 8− 68

O5.5-6f?p d

HD 54879 30.5± 0.5 o 14± 7 o 4.45± 0.20 o −7.9 > 2 p N/A N/A N/A

O9.7V q

is formed, it might be more or less affected by magnetic wind
confinement depending on the Alfvén radius.

4 MODELLING

4.1 Previous modelling efforts

In non-magnetic stars, UV resonance lines provide a critical
diagnosis of wind properties. Spectral synthesis codes such
as cmfgen (Hillier & Miller 1998) use models with spheri-
cally symmetric winds. Therefore, fitting the UV spectrum

of a non-magnetic massive star with one of these models
yields the mass-loss rate and terminal velocity of the wind.

However, the picture is more complicated in a magnetic
massive star, since the field impacts both the density and
velocity distribution of the circumstellar material, reshaping
the wind into a magnetosphere. The usual assumption to cir-
cumvent this issue has been to consider, whenever possible,
the high state spectrum to perform a quantitative spectral
analysis using spherically symmetric models. Close to the
magnetic pole the wind breaks open the field lines and the
flow is nearly radial; therefore this viewing angle shows us

c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Figure 3. Comparison between the resonance line profiles of NGC 1624-2 and that of other magnetic O-type stars. The velocity axis is

centered on the position of the blue component of the doublet.

the part of the magnetosphere that most resembles a spher-
ically symmetric wind.

Such an approach has been adopted using cmfgen in
the cases of HD 108 (Marcolino et al. 2012), HD 191612
(Marcolino et al. 2013) and HD 57682 (Grunhut et al. 2009),
and using the PoWR code (Gräfener et al. 2002; Hamann &
Gräfener 2003) in the case of HD 54879 (Shenar et al. 2017).
However, these attempts were typically not able to account
for the detailed shapes of the line profiles and yielded mass-
loss rates that are at least an order of magnitude lower than
the expected theoretical rates. In the case of HD 57682,
Grunhut et al. (2012) used a heuristic model with a disc
of circumstellar material concentrated around the magnetic
equator to reproduce the observed variations in the Hα emis-
sion. This model yielded a mass-loss rate which was between
10 and 30 times greater than that inferred from the previous
cmfgen fit to the UV spectrum.

Spherically symmetric models can also be used to de-
termine the ionization balance in the wind. This approach
was used for instance by Nazé et al. (2015) for CPD -28

2561, using fastwind (Puls et al. 2005, combined with a
new X-ray treatment implemented by Carneiro et al. 2016).

It has been shown that the behaviour of the UV reso-
nance lines of magnetic O stars can be qualitatively under-
stood by performing radiative transfer through MHD sim-
ulations. This technique has proven successful for both HD
191612 (Marcolino et al. 2013) and CPD -28 2561 (Nazé
et al. 2015). In the former case, the opposite behaviours of
the Civ and Siiv doublets is properly reproduced. For the
latter star, MHD simulations coupled with a tlusty photo-
spheric profile (Lanz & Hubeny 2003) and radiative transfer
can reproduce the observed broadening of the Siiv doublet’s
absorption at low state.

However, MHD simulations fail to reproduce the ob-
served variability of HD 37022, showing instead an off-
set of 0.5 in rotational phase (ud-Doula 2008). While this
could perhaps be understood in terms of certain hypothe-
ses formulated by Stahl et al. (1996) regarding the magnetic
field topology (well before the field was even detected), fur-
ther magnetic characterization of this star by Wade et al.

c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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(2006) conclusively excludes this possibility, making this
phenomenology an enduring puzzle.

4.2 Departure from spherically symmetric winds

Wade et al. (2012a) used the optical spectrum of NGC 1624-
2 to derive its stellar properties, and then computed a mass-
loss rate of 1.6×10−7M�yr−1 using the prescription by Vink
et al. (2001). However, it is important to note that this cor-
responds to the value the mass-loss rate would have if the
star did not possess a magnetic field, or in other words the
wind-feeding rate, ṀB=0. The parameterizations derived by,
e.g., ud-Doula & Owocki (2002); ud-Doula et al. (2008, 2009)
to describe various quantities related to massive star mag-
netospheres (such as the confinement parameter, spin-down
time and Alfvén radius) are also all expressed in terms of
the wind-feeding rate.

In reality, however, this wind-feeding rate does not cor-
respond to the total surface mass flux, since the local mass
flux varies latitudinally due to the inclination of the mag-
netic field with respect to the normal to the stellar surface
(Owocki & ud-Doula 2004). This leads to a reduction of the
integrated surface mass flux by a factor of nearly one-half in
the case of a pure dipole (Owocki et al. 2016). Furthermore,
the magnetic field confines a large portion of the outflow-
ing material (up to 96% in the case of NGC 1624-2), which
means that the “real” mass-loss rate should only take into
account the material that actually escapes the star, mostly
the outflow around the polar region that is not confined
(e.g., ud-Doula et al. 2008; Petit et al. 2017). This “real”
mass-loss rate is of particular interest in the context of stel-
lar evolution modelling (e.g., Petit et al. 2017; Keszthelyi
et al. 2017; Georgy et al. 2017).

To recapitulate, we are distinguishing between three
main quantities:

(i) the “wind-feeding rate” (or ṀB=0) which corresponds
to the expected mass-loss rate (in our case obtained via a
theoretical prescription) a non-magnetic star with the same
stellar parameters would have;

(ii) the integrated surface mass flux, which, compared to
the previous quantity, is reduced by some factor due to the
inclination of the surface magnetic field lines; and

(iii) the “real” mass-loss rate, which corresponds to the
material escaping both the star’s gravity and the magnetic
confinement along open field lines.

The question then becomes which one (if any) of these
rates would UV line fitting yield? Ideally, we would like to
use a model that, taking into account the magnetospheric
geometry, would recover ṀB=0. First, we consider, as has
been done traditionally, the case of a spherically symmetric
model.

We compute cmfgen models using the unclumped
wind-feeding rate (log ṀB=0 = −6.8) adopted by Wade
et al. (2012a) as well as an equivalent clumped wind-feeding
rate of log ṀB=0 = −7.3 using a typical (e.g., Figer et al.
2002) volume-filling clumping factor of f = 0.1 (since
Ṁ ∝

√
f for optically thin clumping). We also take into

account the X-ray luminosity4 (LX/Lbol = −6.2) obtained
by Petit et al. (2015). Finally, we compare these models to
our high-state spectrum. The agreement with the wind fea-
tures is poor (see section 4.5), as expected, and we find that
any attempt to fit the blue-shifted absorption of UV reso-
nance lines would yield a wind-feeding rate at least one order
of magnitude lower than the theoretical value (as has been
found for other stars). This is due in part to the faster-than-
radial expansion of a radial polar flow tube in a magnetic
wind (e.g., Kopp & Holzer 1976; Owocki & ud-Doula 2004),
as discussed by Marcolino et al. (2013).

However, if we focus on photospheric lines, such as the
Fev and Feiv “forests”, we notice some interesting features.
In Fig. 4 we show the associated regions in the (high-state)
spectrum. Thin black lines are models for various combina-
tions of microturbulent velocity (vturb) and metallicity (and
thus iron content). The effective temperature and surface
gravity are those determined by Wade et al. (2012a) based
on the analysis of the optical spectrum. A standard model
with solar composition (Z�) and a mictroturbulent veloc-
ity of 10 km/s produces too much Feiv absorption. Reduc-
ing vturb to 3 km/s (middle) improves the fit but the Feiv
absorption remains too strong. Further reducing vturb to 1
km/s (not shown) does not change this picture significantly.
On the other hand, reducing only the metallicity with a fixed
microturbulent velocity of 10 km/s (top) does not reduce the
strength of the Feiv absorption sufficiently to reproduce the
observed spectrum. However, a model with a metallicity of
Z�/5 and with vturb = 3 km/s (bottom) simultaneously re-
produces the absorption strength of both the Fev and Feiv
“forests”. Such a fit could not be accomplished by changing,
e.g., the surface temperature, since that would also affect the
depth of the Fev “forest”, thus simply shifting the problem
from one set of lines to the other. We note that Sundqvist
et al. (2013) reported the suppression of turbulent broaden-
ing in NGC 1624-2 as observed in the optical spectra.

Taking into account a lower metallicity should lead to
a lower theoretical wind-feeding rate (by roughly half an or-
der of magnitude). However, while this result is intriguing, a
proper abundance analysis for a magnetic O star would ben-
efit from using non-spherically-symmetric atmospheric mod-
els (as evidenced by, e.g., the modulation of the Feiv forest
between high and low state). Since such models are not cur-
rently available, we limit ourselves to noting the possibility
of a subsolar metallicity5, while still using the theoretical
mass-loss rate computed at solar metallicity by Wade et al.
(2012a) for our subsequent modelling and analysis.

4.3 Magnetospheric modelling

While it is possible to use MHD simulations to model
massive star magnetospheres, they involve expensive cal-
culations. Therefore, they are not particularly well suited
to model a set of magnetic stars with various stellar and
magnetic parameters. Furthermore, such calculations are

4 Based on a fit to an ISM-corrected model for NGC 1624-2 in
its high state.
5 There have been no metallicity measurements for the cluster

NGC 1624, but its position at the edge of the Galactic disk could

be consistent with a subsolar value.
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Figure 4. Fev (left and middle panel) and Feiv (right panel) “forests” of photospheric lines. The high-state observation is represented

by the thick grey lines and the models by the thin black lines. The observation is compared to the best fit cmfgen model on the bottom,
which uses both subsolar metallicity and low microturbulent velocity, and to two other models which implement each of these factors

separately in the middle and on the top (vertically offset by 1 and 2, respectively). Only the model on the bottom can simultaneously

match the line strengths for all three “forests”.

not practical for a star like NGC 1624-2, due to its ex-
tremely strong magnetic field that leads to a high Alfvén
speed, and consequently to extremely short Courant step-
ping times. In contrast, the simplified parameterizations in-
cluded in the ADM formalism provide a significantly more
efficient method to model the time-averaged behaviour of
this star’s magnetosphere and might allow us to recover its
wind-feeding rate. This method has already been shown to
successfully reproduce the Hα variations of slowly rotating
magnetic massive stars (Owocki et al. 2016).

The ADM model consists of three main components.
The upflow is the ionized material radiatively driven from
the surface of the star. The ADM formalism makes the as-
sumption that the magnitude of the material’s velocity fol-
lows a β-law6, but that its direction follows that of the field
lines, as the material flows along the closed field loops from
both magnetic hemispheres. This upflow leads to a region
of shocked plasma, located between the shock front and the
apex of the magnetic loop, close to the plane of the magnetic
equator leading to a region of hot post-shock gas, whose ex-
tent depends on the cooling efficiency. Finally, once cooled,
the material simply forms a downflow that starts at the loop
apex and flows back onto the surface of the star along the
field loops, undergoing free fall. Of course, the simultaneous
presence of these three components at a given point in space
is not physical, but it represents an adequate time-averaged
picture of the dynamic flows which occur within the mag-
netosphere. Given these three components, the ADM model
provides us with analytical prescriptions for the density and
velocity at each point within the magnetosphere.

To model NGC 1624-2’s magnetosphere, we make a few
simplifying assumptions and approximations. We first con-

6 And in particular in this case, a velocity law using β = 1 such

that the radial dependence of the velocity follows v(r) = v∞(1−
R∗/r).

sider a pure dipole model with an infinite Alfvén radius7

(RA). In reality, for NGC 1624-2, RA ≈ 11.4R∗, which is
large enough for this approximation to be warranted, since
the extremely low densities at that distance will not con-
tribute much to the line of sight optical depth. The extent
of the closed field loops in NGC 1624-2’s magnetosphere
also eliminates concerns that the ADM poorly reproduces
the outer wind (Hennicker et al. 2018)8.

Furthermore, for this initial investigation, we only con-
sider the upflow component. This is because we are seek-
ing to investigate the desaturation that occurs within the
high-velocity absorption trough in the high state. Since the
downflow component located between the stellar disk and
the observer (looking pole-on) would be redshifted, and the
shock-heated region also should not cross the stellar disk
from the observer’s perspective (unless the cooling is unre-
alistically inefficient), using only the upflow provides a proof
of concept to test whether the ADM formalism offers a bet-
ter basis than previous methods to provide a quantitative
estimate of the wind-feeding rate.

4.4 Radiative transfer

To perform radiative transfer on our model magnetosphere,
we use a variation of the Sobolev with Exact Integration
(SEI) method for a singlet (Hamann 1981; Lamers et al.
1987), taking into account the κ0 formalism of line strength
as presented by Sundqvist et al. (2014) (their eq. 13). This
parameter is proportional to the mass-loss rate and the frac-
tional abundance of the absorbing ion for a given line.

7 In a dipole model, the Alfvén radius corresponds roughly to the
radius of closure of the largest closed field loop.
8 This particular study used HD 191612, with a much smaller

Alfvén radius of 2.7R∗, to compare MHD simulations and the

ADM formalism using, in effect, an infinite Alfvén radius.
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The scalings used in the ADM model take into account
two important velocities: the terminal velocity of the wind,
v∞, and the escape velocity,

ve ≡
√

2GM∗(1− Γe)

R∗
(1)

where G is the universal gravitational constant, M∗ and R∗
are the stellar mass and radius, respectively, and

Γe ≡
κeL

4πGM∗c
(2)

is the standard Eddington factor, with κe = 0.34 cm2g−1,
the Thomson electron scattering opacity and c, the speed of
light. Finally, we define

γw ≡ v∞/ve (3)

to be the ratio between the terminal and escape velocities.
Generally, for stars on the hot side of the bi-stability jump
(Teff ∼> 21 kK), it is assumed that γw = 2.6 (Lamers et al.
1995).

Then, for a given frequency within the line profile wobs,
expressed in terms of velocity (normalized to v∞), we ob-
tain the following expression for an infinitesimal element of
optical depth for a point along the line-of-sight (z) direction:

dτ(wobs, z) =
κ0γw√
πwD

ρ

ρc∗
exp

[
−
(
wz − wobs

wD

)2
]
dz (4)

where wD is a velocity broadening parameter taking into
account both thermal and turbulent velocity fields (in units
of v∞; for our models we adopt a value of 0.01, which corre-
spond to a thermal broadening of 20-30 km/s), ρ/ρc∗ is an
output of the ADM model corresponding to the scaled den-
sity (where the scaling factor is ρc∗ = ṀB=0/4πR

2
∗ve), and

wz is the line-of-sight component of the velocity (in units
of v∞). The ADM model actually uses two different density
scalings for the upflow and downflow components (ρc∗ and
ρw∗), but they are easily related by using the γw parameter,
which for now is set at the canonical value of 2.6.

Furthermore, given the scope of this study, we limit
our investigation to the absorption due to the intervening
material which is in front of the stellar disk, along the line of
sight. This is suitable to model the high velocity absorption
trough, which is nearly unaffected by light that is scattered
back into the line of sight. Future efforts will, however, take
into account the full radiative transfer solution. For that
same reason, we do not need to take into account a base
photospheric absorption profile.

From the perspective of radiative transfer, using an an-
alytic prescription to model the magnetospheric structure
yields the marked advantage of allowing us to preset our in-
tegration grid, and then in a single loop both calculate the
model at those points and integrate over each ray. This leads
to a very efficient line synthesis technique, ideal for a vast
parameter study.

We compute the absorption along 317 rays covering the
stellar disk, where each ray contains 1000 linearly spaced
points along the line of sight. The optical depth is computed
along each ray using a piecewise linear integration scheme.

Figure 5. Optical depth at the stellar surface (scaled to the line

strength, κ0) as a function of the impact parameter p (scaled to
the stellar radius, R∗) at v/v∞ = −0.8, comparing a spherically

symmetric outflowing stellar wind (red) with material trapped by

a dipolar magnetic field viewed along the magnetic pole (blue).
The decrease in optical depth between the spherically symmetric

wind and the magnetized wind is immediately apparent, demon-

strating that the presence of a magnetic field leads to the desat-
uration of the absorption trough observed in NGC 1624-2.

4.5 Modelling results

First, we illustrate the strong desaturation that occurs at
high velocity at a given line strength. We computed the op-
tical depth for each of the rays for a specific frequency and
created surface maps for two specific cases: a spherically
symmetric wind, and a wind threaded by a pure dipole seen
pole-on. The result can be seen in Fig. 5. We chose a value
of wobs = −0.8, in the high-velocity absorption trough of the
line. The optical depth is normalized to κ0. We can see that
the magnetized wind has a much weaker optical depth at
high velocity compared to the radially outflowing one. This
corresponds to an effect that has already been observed for
magnetic massive stars (see Fig. 3).

While this further demonstrates that spherically sym-
metric models are not suitable to infer wind properties from
magnetic massive stars, it remains to be seen whether the
ADM model can provide a quantitative approach to measure
the wind-feeding rate of these objects. As a first proof of
concept, we compute absorption-only line profiles and com-
pare them to the pole-on spectrum of NGC 1624-2 and the
cmfgen model shown in Fig. 1. We model the strong Civ
doublet, which is typically used to diagnose wind parame-
ters.

To do so, we must first compute the line strength (κ0)
associated to the computed theoretical wind-feeding rate of
NGC 1624-2. As in Wade et al. (2012a), we use a wind-
feeding rate of log(ṀB=0) = −6.8. Since the ADM model
does not provide any information regarding ionization states
throughout the magnetosphere, we have to resort to using
the ion fraction outputted by the cmfgen model, in this
case log(nCIV/nH) ∼ −5. This leads to a value of κ0 = 5.

Then, we validated this line strength value by compar-
ing a profile obtained for a spherically symmetric outflow
to the cmfgen model presented in Section 4.2. We com-
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puted profiles both with and without emission to determine
at what velocity emission starts contributing significantly to
the line profile; we found its contribution to be negligible for
velocities ranging from wz = −1.0 to wz = −0.8.

We finally used the same line strength to compute a line
profile (absorption only) using the ADM model viewed pole-
on (α = 0◦). The results are shown in Fig. 6. We can see
that at high blue-shifted velocities (beyond wz = −0.8), our
spherically symmetric model is consistent with the cmfgen
model. Interestingly, the ADM model that we computed also
seems to reproduce the high velocity line depth of the actual
pole-on data, at least beyond wz = −0.9. The discrepancy
which arises at lower velocities obviously stems from the lack
of emission in our profile, but could also be due to the mag-
netic geometry of NGC 1624-2: if the high state corresponds
to a slightly off-pole view, this would lead to an even shal-
lower absorption trough. For comparison, we also computed
another ADM model line profile with a smaller line strength
of κ0 = 0.5, corresponding to an order of magnitude lower
wind-feeding rate, similar to what a fit of the data to a spher-
ically symmetric model would have yielded. The absorption
in the latter model is shallower than the observed spectrum,
even without any emission included, suggesting that such a
rate is smaller than the actual wind-feeding rate of the star.

While this preliminary result does not allow us to place
very strong constraints on the actual value of the wind-
feeding rate, it does suggest that the observed UV spectrum
of NGC 1624-2 is not inconsistent with the theoretical value
computed by Wade et al. (2012a).

5 CONCLUSIONS

NGC 1624-2 exhibits remarkable variations in the profiles
of its wind-sensitive UV resonance lines. These changes are
much larger than those seen in other magnetic massive stars.
In particular, the variations in its Civ and Siiv offer inter-
esting parallels with behaviours previously noted in other
magnetic stars, but also show some distinct characteristics,
in particular the redshifted absorption that can be seen in
the low state spectrum as well as the double-peaked emission
in Siiv in the high-state spectrum.

Compared to MHD simulations, the ADM model offers
a computationally inexpensive alternative which is much
better suited for large parameter studies. As such, deriv-
ing wind parameters using the ADM formalism becomes a
tractable problem, as opposed to simply providing a qualita-
tive explanation for the line morphology. Admittedly, there
might be some important limitations associated with the as-
sumptions made by the ADM model9, but a more systematic
study attempting to fit observational data with synthetic
line profiles will help verify and refine these assumptions.

One difficulty in interpreting the variations seen in the
spectra of various magnetic O stars comes from the un-
certainties in the viewing angle of the magnetosphere (α).

9 One particular limitation of the ADM formalism, in the context

of the faster-than-radial divergence which occurs at the pole and

helps explain the strong line desaturation at high velocity, is that
the resulting lower density along the magnetic pole is not taken

into account dynamically, since a simple β-velocity law is used

and no forces are being computed.

While our current understanding is that the optical high
state corresponds to the smallest viewing angle (closest to
magnetic pole-on) and that the low state corresponds to the
largest viewing angle (closest to magnetic equator-on), com-
paring these observations to models will require more precise
determinations of these viewing angles, and therefore bet-
ter magnetic characterizations of these stars. This is not an
easy undertaking as they are all slow rotators, but dedicated
observing runs to fill in the phase coverage will ultimately
prove necessary to better reconcile data and theory.

Within the limited scope of this paper, we have used the
ADM model to produce synthetic UV line profiles which we
have then compared to the data and to a cmfgen model.
The latter suggests that a low metallicity and microturbu-
lent velocity are needed to reproduce the iron “forests”. We
have limited our modelling with the ADM to the absorp-
tion component of the line, which is suitable to reproduce
line depth at high velocities, in an effort to quantitatively
characterize the wind-feeding rate of NGC 1624-2. We find
that using a non-spherically symmetric model, we can at-
tribute the desaturation of the line at high velocity to the
magnetospheric geometry without having to involve atypi-
cally low wind-feeding rates. This means that we find our
high-state observation to be consistent with the theoretical
wind-feeding rate inferred by Wade et al. (2012a). This con-
stitutes a proof of concept as to the quantitative potential
of the ADM formalism and its potential to yield a useful
means of analysis of UV spectra for magnetic O stars, thus
laying the foundation for upcoming efforts.

Many improvements to our current modelling tools are
being developed, including the full treatment of both the
ADM model (including the downflow and shock retreat com-
ponents, and allowing for a finite Alfvén radius) and radia-
tive transfer (accounting for the “emission”, or more accu-
rately the light that is scattered into the line of sight). This
will constitute the basis for an in-depth parameter study to
investigate the full range of UV line profile behaviours (Erba
et al., in prep.). These new developments will also help us
validate and, as needed, fine-tune the ADM formalism for
quantitative UV spectral analysis.

Further improvements could also take into account dou-
blets, for a precise modelling of the Civ doublet for instance,
as well as a varying line strength as a function of the ioniza-
tion fraction throughout the wind.
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF OBSERVATIONS

The table below provides a list of all the UV spectroscopic
observations of non-magnetic and magnetic OB stars shown
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively.
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Table A1. Full list of IUE and HST observations of the comparison non-magnetic and magnetic O stars used to produce, respectively,

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

Star Data ID Telescope Instrument Exposure Observation Phase Program ID and PI

time (s) start time (UT)

HD 93146 SWP11136 IUE SWP 3600 1981-01-24 01:43:07 N/A OD40B (J.E. Hesser)

HD 36861 SWP46257 IUE SWP 20 1992-11-13 06:25:36 N/A SWOJN (J.S. Nichols)

HD 108 SWP08352 IUE SWP 3300 1980-03-24 23:06:54 ∼ 0.0? NSCAD (A.K. Dupree)

OBIL05010 HST STIS 700 2010-09-09 16:15:11 ∼ 0.5? 12179 (J.-C. Bouret)

HD 191612 OBIL01010 HST STIS 1500 2010-08-23 01:53:54 0.751 12179 (J.-C. Bouret)
OBIL02010 HST STIS 1500 2011-01-04 06:49:30 0.000 12179 (J.-C. Bouret)

OBIL03010 HST STIS 1500 2011-05-18 06:38:32 0.250 12179 (J.-C. Bouret)
OBIL04010 HST STIS 1500 2011-09-30 12:02:56 0.501 12179 (J.-C. Bouret)

CPD -28 2561 OCI7A1010 HST STIS 2110 2014-04-27 20:42:35 0.01 13629 (Y. Nazé)

OCI7A3010 HST STIS 2000 2014-05-15 07:58:15 0.25 13629 (Y. Nazé)

OCI7A2010 HST STIS 1850 2014-06-01 20:11:45 0.49 13629 (Y. Nazé)

HD 37022 SWP13737 IUE SWP 60 1981-04-17 01:31:52 0.756 HSDRP (R.J. Panek)

SWP14665 IUE SWP 90 1981-08-05 19:12:21 0.936 LB304 (L. Bianchi)
SWP54001 IUE SWP 120 1995-03-01 03:49:56 0.256 RA110 (O. Stahl)
SWP54040 IUE SWP 100 1995-03-05 03:36:57 0.513 RA110 (O. Stahl)

SWP54112 IUE SWP 100 1995-03-13 04:06:57 0.033 RA110 (O. Stahl)

HD 57682 SWP03576 IUE SWP 356 1978-12-12 06:29:00 0.671 RSLWK (L.W. Kamp)
SWP21587 IUE SWP 180 1983-11-20 07:51:44 0.050 MLFCG (C.D. Garmany)

HD 148937 SWP02893 IUE SWP 3600 1978-10-09 05:56:00 0.462 OSPSC (P.S. Conti)
O6F301010 HST STIS 883 2001-09-16 20:39:44 0.959 9243 (A. Boggess)

HD 54879 OD3J01010 HST STIS 383 2016-04-30 04:01:32 ?? 14480 (W.-R. Hamann)
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